
Top 10 touristic highlight in Lippstadt

1. Canoeing in Lippstadt – Lippstadt offers the opportunity to go canoeing on the River „Lippe“.
You can do different kinds of tours. For example the „Bennighausen Tour“ which takes about 2 or 3
hours. The longest tour you can do under supervision of the organizer „Kanutouren Deppe“ is about
18 km long. You can go canoeing in Lippstadt between April and October.  

2. Geocaching Lippstadt- Geocaching is an outdoor activity. It is like an hide and seek game where
you need to find „caches“ via GPS navigation. There are geocaches to find around Lippstadt, too. It
is a nice way to explorer Lippstadts Nature and landscape. That's what makes it to a highlight for
tourists.

3. climbing in Lippstadt- in Lippstadt you won't find any free climbing places, but there are a lot of
other  possibilities  to  go  climbing  here.  For  example  there  are  outdoor  climbing  places  called
„Klettergarten“ in Bad Waldliesborn. The trainers there will brief you about safty while climbing
and will help you with you tasks. 

4.  Lichtpromenade  Lippstadt-  the  Lichtpromenade  in  Lippstadt  is  something  you  wont  find
anywhere else. Its a special light art round lippstadt, mostly close to the Lippe or right in it.  It
underlines Lippstadts slogan light – water – life.   

5. „Schützenfest“- The markmens festival „Schützenfest“ is a very special event for the germans in
NRW (North Rhine- Westphalia). Everyone in the cities and villages come together to celebrate
their new „Schützenkönig“, the king of markmens, together. The „Schützenkönig“ is selected by a
shooting competition where the competitiors have to shoot a wooden eagle. The festival takes place
over 3 days each. There is not only one of the festivals every year. Each villlage and town has its
own  „Schützenfest“  and  it's  own  „Schützenkönig“.  The  festivals  are  celebrated  over  the
summertime. 

6. Open-air Museum Detmold – In Detmold you can find an open-air museum. It shows old german
houses and farms of the time between 1550 to 1800. The area is about 90ha big and contains more
than 90 different buildings. The museum has opened between April and October. You have to drive
about an hour from Lippstadt to Detmold but it's definitely worth a visit. 

7. „Herbstwoche“ Lippstadt - The funfair Herbstwoche is one of the event hightlights in Lippstadt.
It offers many attractions for adults and children. Thrill rides are very popular to Teenagers. You



will be spin around, and sometimes it even goes really high. For the ones how want to enjoy the
funfair in a quiter way, there is for example a Ferrin wheel. From there you can have a nice view
over Lippstadt. You will also find lot of food and sweets at the Herbstwoche in Lippstadt. 

8. Wellness Spas Lippstadt - Close to Lippstadt you can find some nice wellness spas. For example
there is  the wellness  spa „Walibo Therme“ in Bad Waldliesborn.  In Soest  you can also find a
swimming bath, where you can also enjoy the outdoor and indoor sauna area. In a nice and warm
atmosphere with fireplaces and loungers you can easily relax and enjoy the silence. There are also
massages offered and you can buy tasty, healthy drinks and food.  

9. „Alltagsmenschen“ Rheda-Wiedenbrück - In summertime in Rheda-Wiedebrück you will find a
lot of concrete figures in the city. Those figures are called „Alltagsmenschen“. It's an art exhibition
of the artist Christel Lechner and abstracts the daily life of the population. 

10. Kneipenfestival in Lippstadt- 3 times a year the pubs in Lippstadt welcome solo musicians and
liveband. While this festival the city is filled with music and life. You can find about 15 bands and
will meet a lot of nice people while wondering around the pubs to expire the different musicshows.
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